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Press Release  

port and Heyfra join forces serving Industrial communication 

customers even better 
 

Sales Directors Heike Neumann (HEYFRA) and Christian Bornschein (port) announce the collaboration 

of the companies. 

Both companies extend their scope of service. 

Heike Neumann of Heyfra: By collaborating with port in Halle / Saale Heyfra extends ist services, 

providing now engineering services in the field of Industrial Communication. Our customers demand 

specific Hardware und Software solutions to enable their products for industrial networking. Their 

focus is on PROFINET, EtherNet/IP, EtherCAT, POWERLINK and CANopen. 

Until now we lacked competence in the field od software, we are happy now to privide this as well. 

Christian Bornschein of port: Aligning with HEYFRA we chose a partner who has almost 20 years of 

expirience as a qualified E²MS provider. HEYFRA has a long expirience supporting the development of 

a products from concept until it’s series production. We can offer now to our customers a reliable 

Life Time Management of their products, icluding the supply chain. We will now set up the 

corresponding structures in the companies. 

Port has focused on Communication Technologies like Protocol Stacks, Drivers for Fieldbusses and 

reliable Tools as standard products. Based on this valueable Know-How we offer services like 

consulting, training, specific hardware adaptions and customer specific hardware and software 

development. Our certified in-house project management enables us to handle big projects as well. 
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Port is one of the leading providers for CommunicationTechnologies. Starting with CANopen in 1990 

port supports now the Industrial Ethernet technologies PROFINET, EtherNet/IP, EtherCAT and 

POWERLINK as well. Besides the standard activieties like licensing protocol stacks, training and 

implementation port also offers customer specific engineering services and manufacturing services 

for electronic devices and systems. 

about HEYFRA 

Heyfra was established 1994 in Eisleben and is an recongnised E²MS / OEM provider. As an added 

value to the Manufacturing Services Heyfra offers customer specific engineering services and OEM 

developments. Heyfra is focussed on “Hig-Mix – Low Volume”. 

 

 

 


